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For months, Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko has been accused of using illegal migrants as a tool to punish the European Union for imposing ...
Is the Belarus migrant crisis a 'new type of war'? A conflict expert explains
Can, or even should, Americans break the U.S. Constitution when, in their view, justice demands it? According to the two panelists at a recent online Harvard Law School Library Book Talk, that ...
In a conflict between justice and the Constitution, ‘why should the Constitution prevail’?
Meeting virtually, Joe Biden and Xi Jinping did not resolve major disputes, but they did voice a commitment to responsible leadership. Is that enough?
Biden and Xi ‘meet’ and agree: US-China competition, not conflict
The White House set low expectations for the meeting, and no major announcements or even a joint statement were delivered.
Competition, not conflict: Biden, Xi call for more ‘communication and cooperation’
A conversation dedicated to avoiding a prospective conflict between the United States and Chine passed without any agreement between President Joe Biden and Chinese General Secretary Xi Jinping to ...
Biden and Xi seek detente, but build ‘no new guardrails’ around looming Taiwan crisis
Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko said Monday that his country does not want the migrant crisis on its border with Poland to escalate into a “conflict.” ...
Belarus doesn't want conflict with Poland over migrant crisis: President Lukashenko
Atmospheric carbon does not care about culture war. Neither should we ...
Neoliberalism wrecked our chance to fix the climate crisis – and leftwing statements of faith have changed nothing
Su Tseng-chang, who was blacklisted by China earlier this month, responded positively to the Biden-Xi summit, saying dialogue was the best remedy for disputes.
Aircraft Carriers Won't Solve China's Energy Crisis, Taiwan Premier Says
President Joe Biden has opened his virtual meeting with China’s Xi Jinping by saying their goal is to ensure competition “does not veer into conflict.”.
Biden and Xi meet virtually as US-China chasm widens
Dean Acheson, Secretary of State in the administration of President Truman, gave a speech to the National Press Club. In it he outlined the "defensive perimeter" of the United States and her Asian ...
OPINION | PHILLIP M. MCMATH AND PHAM LIEM: Questioning the president's cognition
The PLA Navy deserves credit for learning from this incident and now, twenty-two years later, it is quite possible that China could seriously damage or even sink an American carrier.
This Taiwan Strait Crisis Almost Led to Nuclear War
Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania have warned of the risk of a military conflict on the border with Belarus due to the migration crisis, the defense ministers of the three countries said in a joint ...
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia warn of the risk of military conflict due to the crisis with migrants in Belarus
Joe Biden raised concerns over human rights and U.S.-China competition in a virtual meeting with Xi Jinping that lasted three and a half hours Monday.
Biden and China's Xi met Monday in a virtual summit. Here's where the relationship stands.
If we don’t find a way to address the real and growing climate threat, the basic duty of the state—to defend the security of its citizens—will have been forfeited.
Why We Need a “Long Telegram” About the Climate Crisis—Not Conflict With China or Russia
The impact would cascade, she said, adding: “It would mean less food, so probably a crisis in food security ... the UK cabinet minister who will act as president. Over two weeks, they will ...
Cop26: ‘World conflict and chaos’ could be the result of a summit failure
The divisive figure, who is wanted for war crimes, pledged to restore peace after a decade of conflict. One of his opponents will be Seif al-Islam, the son of former strongman Moammar Gadhafi.
Libya: Former military commander Hifter to run for president
Treasury Sanctions Four Entities and Two Individuals in Connection with the Crisis in Ethiopia. U.S. Department of the Treasury. November 12, 2021. WASHINGTON -- Today, the U.S. D ...
Treasury Sanctions Four Entities and Two Individuals in Connection with the Crisis in Ethiopia
Frustrated by the lack of progress in a country where two-thirds of residents rely on humanitarian aid, the international community is reassessing how much help it can give South Sudan.
South Sudan, the world’s youngest country, is deep in crisis. But foreign interest is fading.
The migrant crisis on Belaruss western border has escalated rapidly in recent days, forcing Poland and Lithuania to declare a state of emergency and close the borders with their neighbour. With 15,000 ...
Belarus: whether or not Putin is behind the border crisis, it plays into Kremlin hands
President Joe Biden opened his virtual meeting with China's Xi Jinping on Monday by saying the goal of the two world leaders should be to ensure that competition between the two superpowers "does not ...
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